Sam in your form is having a party. He has
invited three of your close friends but not
you. They decide to go.
Are you:
1. Angry at your friends for going. (back 1)
2. A bit annoyed but keep it to yourself
and don’t discuss the party at all. (stay)
3. Open about the fact you’re annoyed but
say you hope your friends have a nice time
anyway. (forward 1)

Your friend falls over in the street, on
their backside in front of loads of people.
Do you:
1. Laugh loudly at point. (back 2)
2. Get embarrassed and pretend you’re
not with them. (back 1)
3. See if they are upset or laughing and
either help or laugh with them depending
on this. (forward 2)

Your best friend’s parents are quite strict.
They aren’t allowed to go and see the
horror movie the rest of your friendship
group are going to see.
Do you:
1. Go anyway and talk about how brilliant it
was in front of them. (back 2)
2. Tell your other friends you’d rather stay
home to watch it online as you can get
pizza too. Then invite your best friend
over and don’t tell his parents you’re
watching the horror movie. (forward 1)
3. Say you’re not fussed about seeing it
and miss out on something you really want
to do. (stay)
You are having a party. You know your best
friend is mates with a really lonely and
unpopular student who wants to come to
your party. Your best friend is a good
person and wants this unpopular student to
have a chance at making friends.
Do you say:
1. ‘No way, people will think my party is
lame if they turn up!’ (back 2)
2. ‘Ok, but I’m making it clear to everyone
that you invited them, not me!’ (back 1)
3. ‘If you like them, they can’t be that bad.
I’ll give them a chance.’ (forward 2)

You have two best friends. One of them
comes out to you as gay. They say they
are not ready for anyone else to know
yet.
Do you:
1. Tell your other best friend too but
make them promise not to tell anyone.
(back 1)
2. Tell no one. (forward 2)
3. Keep bugging them to tell people
because its making you feel bad keeping a
secret from your other friend (back 2).

Your two best friends fall out over
something you think is pretty stupid.
People in your class are starting to take
sides and tensions are rising.
Do you:
1. Pick whichever side has the most
‘popular’ people in, you feel safer this
way. (back 1)
2. Pick whichever side you feel is more in
the right but be respectful to everyone
(stay)
3. Pick no side, be respectful to all and
make it clear you think it is a stupid thing
to argue over. (forwards 1)

